SMALL TEAM,

LARGE
WORKLOADS?
Meet the i-SENSYS MF832Cdw

INTRODUCTION

The last five years has seen a drastic change in the way
we work, including increasingly cutting ties with a ‘fixed
location’. Driven by digital transformation, advances in
connective technology and a greater trust in remote
productivity, many companies have opted for a hybrid
business model, allowing workers to move between
locations depending on their needs.
More employees are working from home, but also some
companies have decided to create smaller, more localised
satellite branches, in addition to, or replacing a central
office.
These changes have already led many business leaders to
revaluate their technology spending. Not only did
companies need new types of technology and different
capabilities, but investment had to be shared across more
working locations to ensure they were equally effectively.

What businesses need, are devices
which are built to facilitate shifting
working patterns by helping teams
to work efficiently and securely,
regardless of where they’re
physically based.
Meanwhile, from a practical standpoint, there has been an
increase in demand for smaller format devices which support
local hub teams, smaller workspaces and decreased on-site
team sizes. At Canon, we’ve been developing next
generation devices which support these needs and give your
business the tools to support successful hybrid workspaces.

INTRODUCING THE
i-SENSYS MF832Cdw

i-SENSYS MF832Cdw
The new, top of the range colour i-SENSYS
model, harnessing the award-winning
imageRUNNER ADVANCE technology, to
bring faster speeds, new media formats and
better security to small, but busy workspaces.

SMALL TEAM,

BIG DEMAND
The i-SENSYS MF832Cdw has been designed to
support smaller working groups with high demand
printing and scanning.
Whether you’re a small business or a satellite branch, if
you have a busy team of up to 12 people, the i-SENSYS
MF832Cdw can act as your hub device, helping you get
through your workload quickly and securely.

QUICK FACTS:
What’s new to the i-SENSYS multifunction
colour range?

FASTER
•
•

38ppm print / copy speed
Scan speeds of up to 150ipm

LARGER
•
•

7”/17.8cm touch screen in range
with more intuitive design
Max paper capacity of 2,300 Sheets

NEW FEATURES
•
•
•

A6 media support
McAfee Embedded Control
Dual wired networks

THE DETAILS

NO FUSS EFFICIENCY
Not every business has IT support on site, particularly if you
are a local team without the head office resources, so the i-SENSYS
MF832Cdw has been designed to keep your teams working
efficiently, with as little support needed as possible.
Easy to use and easy to maintain, the device is ideal for
organisations who need to operate independently.

FEATURES
Large 7 inch/17.8 cm touchscreen display
with more intuitive, keyless design

Improved timeline
memory

Teams spend less time trying to find the functions
they need and can get work done faster

Users can repeat previous print and scan
settings at the touch of a button, instead
of having to re-enter them for frequent jobs

High paper capacity of 2,300 sheets
with trays for multiple media types

All-in-one
cartridge

Reduce the need to refill the paper tray, or
swapping the media type, allowing teams to
keep working productively

Easier to change, without IT support

Universal Print by Microsoft support
Native compatibility with Universal Print
ensures that your IT team can centrally
manage and maintain the device through the
cloud, without needing to be onsite

The fastest multi-function
colour device in the range

GETTING WORK DONE FASTER
The i-SENSYS MF832Cdw is the fastest multi-function colour device
in the range, supporting high volume printing and scanning across
a variety of media formats.

FEATURES

FLEXIBLE CONNECTIVITY
Inbuilt iOS connectivity and dual network support provide
a range of flexible options for interacting with your device.

FEATURES

Up to 38 colour pages
per minute

One pass duplex scanning
at speeds of up to 150ipm

Shorter print queues in a
shared working environment

Faster than ever duplex scanning to
allow workers to digitise documents
and send them to the cloud

Dual wired networks

Canon PRINT Business app

A6 media support

Allows connection to an additional
wired network, helping you to work
safely in a shared environment

Allow users to easily print documents or
scan to cloud storage services including
Google Drive ad Dropbox from their mobile
phone or tablet, while minimising physical
interaction with the device

Enables businesses to print new
types of document and makes
the i-SENSYS MF832Cdw suitable
for new industry applications
including medical prescriptions

ROBUST SECURITY
The latest security features provide device, network and data
protection to keep your workspace secure. The device is equipped
with a range of security features that make it ideal even for
high-security functions such as banking, healthcare and finance,
as well as shared workspaces.
McAfee Embedded Control continuously monitors for threats,
and the addition of a range of administrator controls helps
control device access, manage permissions and protect
secure print functionality.

FEATURES
McAfee Embedded
Control

Verify system
at start-up

Ensures your device is always protected
from malware and firmware modifications

Prevents any unauthorised firmware
changes when the device is activated

User authentication

Force hold print

Ensures document are released only
to the right user, ensuring protection
for your sensitive documents, even in
a shared workspace

Prevents unattended documents
being left on the device and exposed
to unauthorised people

CONFIGURATION
OPTIONS
The i-SENSYS MF832Cdw offers a range of configuration
options which provide the flexibility to adapt to your
business’s needs.

Additional Paper
Cassettes
An additional three paper cassettes
can be added to increase paper
capacity and boost media flexibility

Pedestal Base Units
Two types of wheeled pedestal
can be attached to the base
to make transport easier in full
configuration, as well
as making it sturdier.

SMALL FOOTPRINT,

BIG IMPACT

The new, i-SENSYS MF832Cdw harnesses cutting-edge
imageRUNNER ADVANCE technology, in a compact
format, delivering fast, efficient print and scan.
The ideal hub device for a busy team in a small business,
shared workspace or local branch, the i-SENSYS
MF832Cdw is productive, secure and low maintenance.

FIND OUT

DISCOVER

what i-SENSYS MF832Cdw
could do for your business

the full range of devices
for all workplace environments
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